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Thir report presents a study made of the DSN charged particle calibration requirements. 
The ejyects of charged particles on navigation and timing systems were reviewed and it was 
prcposed that a system based upon the Global Positioning System satellites be used to mea- 
sure the charged particle content of the ionosphere. The system would be required to mea- 
sure the total electron content of the ionosphere t9 the order of 1016 electronslmeter2. Two 
types of systems were suggested as possible candidates f o r  making these measurements. 

1. Introduction 
This report details the charged particle calibration require- 

ments ad :evicws s y s t m s  avai;AJlt: Cor performing k e  caiibra- 
tion function for the Deep Space Network (FSN). It will be 
shown that a calibration system based upon the Global Posi- 
tioning System (GPS) capable of measuring the ionospheric 
total electron content (TEC) to the order of 10l6 electrons/ 
meter2 (el./m2) (lo) every 60 seconds will provide the needed 
accuracy. 

It is well known (Refs. 1.2) that radio signals traveling 
through a region of charged particles, like the earth’s iono- 
sphere or interplanetary plasma. can be corrupted by these 
particles in many ways. The DSN relies upon radio signals 
tr.l*.e.r+n ..U.rlJ1 

for spacecraft orbit determina:im. and time and frequency 
synchronization. I t  is then necessary to determine the charged 
particle effects upon these signals and adequately calibrate 
them out to maintain the required accuracy. 

+ , h ; ~  iegiciis i i l i t  did) Tui data transmission but ais0 

Each flight project (Galileo, Voyager, etc.) has its awn 
requirements for navigation accuracy, and time and frequency 
9ynchronizarion. -.e specificahis aie iisidlj; nude in terms 
of range and velocity (or Doppler) measurement error, and 
synchronization accuracy requirements. In sonie cases. : .quire- 
ments for charged particle calibration are explicitly ietaikd 
but this is not necessarily a standard practice. Where it is done, 
the method of specification varies. It would be good practice 
in the future if each flight project would specify its charged 
particle calibration requirements. These requirements should 
be specified in a standard form such as TEC. 

The Frequency and Timing System of the DSN currently 
uses a GPS bascd system as well as VLE: .echniques for main- 
taining frequency and time synchronization. The GPS system 
will be used here although the same requirements apply to the 
VLBI system. The DSN requirements levied upon this system 
must also be considered since charged particles affect the sig- 
nals from the GPS satellites. 
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The requirements detailed here are gleaned from many DSN 
documents and conversations with people in the navigation, 
tracking, and frequency and timing areas. 

The Frequency and Timing System performs time and 
frequency synchronization functions via the GPS signal a t  
1575.42 MHz (L1). The proposed time synchronization accu- 
racy is 10  ns ( lo) (“Deep Space Station [Mark 111-771 and 
Deep Space Communications Complex [Mark IVA] Subsys- 
tem Requirements - Frequency and Timing Subsystem 
[1981-1986] ,” Pub. 824-13, JPL internal document). A 

II. Proposed DSN Charged Particle 
Calibration Requirements 

The proposed DSN charged particle calibration requirements 
have been determined from the navigation, and frequency and 
timing reqirements of the Voyager. Calileo and International 
Solar Polar Mission (1SPM) projects as well as the requirements 
on the Frequency and Timing System. The requirements are 
first stated in these terms and then the required TEC measure- 
ments are derived. 

10 ns delay at the L, frequency would be caused by a TEC 
of 1.85 X lo i7  el./m2. The frequency synchronization is 
required to be known to ?3 X Af/f Since this mea- 
surement is based upon a number of GPS time measurements 
the question is whether the 10 ns accuracy on the time mea- 
surements is sufficient. It can be shown that for a sufficient 
number of measurements over a length of time (eg.. 2 mea- 
surements a day for 10 days). the 10 ns requirement is good 
enough assuming that the only error in the measurements is 
due to charged particles. The strongest requirement on range accuracy is that of 

Voyager. It requires 3 m or less (30) ranging noise at S-band 
for a 10  minute integration time at the 64 m dish (“Voyager- 
Uranus/Interstellar Mission. Support Instrumentation Require- 
ments Document.” PD 618-502. JPL internal document). If 
we ignore the 10 minute integration time. thus making it a 
tougher specification. the 3 m requirement at 2295 MHr trans- 
lates to a TEC of 3.9 X lo i7  el./m2 (30). This comes from 
the fact that the effective range change, AR. is (Ref. 3). 

In summary then, if the charqed particle errors were the 
only errors measurement accuracy on the order of I O i 7  
el./m2 would be sufficient. Table 1 presents a summary of the 
individual requiremerlts. Since charged particle errors are not 
the only ones in the navigation or frequency and timing sys- 
tems it would be nice to keep these down even lower - say by 
a factor of ten. This would re 4uire the ability to measure TEC 
to 10I6 el./m2 every 60  s. The next section will address the 
feasibility of making such a measurement. A I  AR =- 

f 2  

where A = 40.3 in MKS units. I is the TEC in el./m2 and f is 
the frequency ir, t lz.  

The ISPM requires the ability to measure velocity. hence 
Doppler, to 1 mm/s (assumed 30) for a 60 s count (“lnter- 
national Solar Polar Mission - Mission Requirements Docu- 
ment.” Pub. 62&-51. jPL internal document). This is the tiqht- 
ert specificaiiori UT aii of the projects. At i2Yj MHz, this 
radial velocity imparts a frequency shift o i  approximately 

where is the radial velocity, c is the speed oflight andf, is the 
transmitted frequency. This amount of Doppler at 2295 MHz 
due to charged particles would be caused by a changing,TEC 
of 5.2  X I O I 5  el./m2/s. Here the effective frequency changt is 
related to  the TEC by (Ref. 3) 

- A  dl A f  =- .- 
47? fc dt 

(3) 

Over a 60 s interval this is a total TEC change of 3.1 X 
el./m2 if we assume a constant rate. 

111. Charged Particte Calibration System6 
A. IWoduction 

The charged particle calibration system can be integrated 
into the spacecraft for navigation purposes or it can be inde- 
pendent of it. The charged particle information necessary for 
the time and frequency functions can be determined from the 
GPE satelite dpds 2: ix!ependen!’.y cf t!!em. Each of ttiesc 
possibilities has its advantages and disadvantages. 

The spacecraft borne systems, thkir performance and hard- 
ware implications are adequa:ely discussed in Refs. 5 and 6. 
Suffice it to  say that an onboard dual frequency ranging trans- 
ponder is the best for navigation requirements. Spacecraft 
borne systems have the advantage that the charged particle 
measurements are made in the direction of the spacecraft so 
no ‘Iiapping is required. The measurements also include the 
efrects of all charged particles between the spacecraft and the 
tracking site. The range error over a pass has been estimated to 
be 0.5 m using this method (Ref. 6). A primary disadvantage 
of the type of system is the cost of the additional hardware for 
the spacecraft and grmnd systems. The use of such a system as 
the main charged particle calibration system for the DSN 
would also require that the ranging function be performed 
more often than is necessary for navigatim purposes alone. 
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Since this would require the use of one of the large dish anten- 
nas, it  could be a severe inconvenience. With regard to the time 
and frequency measurements via GPS, a mapping would be 
needed of this charged particle data to the line of sight to the 
satellites (approximately 5% error). 

The best general purpose approach to  charged particle cali- 
bration then is one that is spacecraft independent. This reduces 
the necessity for costly hardware onboard the spacecraft and 
for continuous ranging. There are many methods to perform 
$e calibration function but currently all but one can be ruled 
out. Ionospheric sounding techniques are not as accurate as 
needed by the DSN (Ref. 7) and a thorough job of top and 
bottom sounding as often as needed could be an expensive 
process. The VHF satellite beacons currently being used for 
making Faraday rotation measurements are becoming unavail- 
able at the DSN tracking sites through the demise or relocation 
of the satellites. While this is certainly an accurate technique, 
there are no  replacement satellites being planned for the fore- 
seeable future. This leaves the dual frequency measurement 
technique as the most :ikely candidate, It has the capability of 
providing all of the accuracy required, and the GPS satellites 
are configured to provide the dual frequency signals exactly 
for this purpose. 

The GPS satellites produce signals at 1575.42 MHz (L,) 
and 1225.6 MHz ( L , )  that are modulated with identical ranging 
codes (P-code). The TEC can be determined by measuring the 
difference in arrival times of these codes at the receiver as can 
be derived from Eq. (1). Information about the derivative of 
the TEC can also be determined from the Doppler on the car- 
rier frequencies if needed as can be derived from Eq. (3). 

There are two basic types of systems for determining the 
TEC via the GPS satellites. One requires a knowledge of the 
P-code and the other does not. There are advantages and dis- 
advantages to each approach. 

6. Delay-Lock Loop 

The conventional approach requires a knowledge of the 
ranging code and tracks this code via some form of delay- 
lock loop (DLL) (Ref. 8). A generalized expression for the 
variance of the measurement noise in a DLL (in sz) can be 
written (Ref. 9): 

where 

C/No = carrier-to-noise density ratio, 

Bn = one-sided code tracking loop noise bandwidth, 

PAGE IS 
QUALlW 

Bj = IF bandwidth for noncoherent code tracking 
loops, 

K,,  K, = IWP mechanization conrtants, 

T = bit period. 

It should be noted that this system is relatively complex and 
requires some time for initial scquisition. A coherent DLL is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

C. Delay and Multiply 
The second approach uses the standard delay and multiply 

technique (Ref. 8) for recovering the 10.23 MHz clock signal 
of the P-code. This is done at the I,, and L ,  frequencies and 
the difference in clock phases is used to  measure the delay due 
to the TEC. Note that if the difference is more than one clock 
cycle (97.75 ns) there is an ambiguity problem but this can 
usually be resolved in software. 

Consider the baseband delay and multiply circuit with non- 
return to zero pulses, a 1/2 bit delay and a first order Butter- 
worth low pass filter of bandwidth B followed by a phase lock 
loop of bandwidth BL centered at 10.23 MHz, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The variance of the measurement noise (in sz) is as fol- 
lows (Ref. 10 and "TOPEX Notes," private communication to 
B. Crow from B. K. Levitt): 

1 2 S2 q2 K2 (1  - @4 ( 2  + p), + 16~' 
P = - [  K2 c, c2 

where 

1) = 4BT 
p = .-2BT 

K = 2n 

C, = K Z  + q2 

C, = K2 + 4v2 
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The equations presented above are for single measurements 
but each delay measurement involves measurements at /., and 
L,. The variance of the delay measurement for equal power at 
L ,  and L, is then 

u; = 20, 

A simple comparison can be made between the delay and 
multiply system and the DLL a3 discussed. The delay and mul- 
tiply circuit is shown in Fig. 1 and nas an input bandwidth E 
such that ET = 1.1 and the phase-locked loop noise bandwidth 
is Et = 1 Hr. The coherent (2A) DLL shown in Fig. 2 has a 
noise bandHidth E, = 1 HL also for comparison. Figure 3 
presents the standard deviation of the delay measurement, 
uT versus the carrier power-to-noise power density ratio, 
C/No. The important point to notice is that while the perfor- 
mance of the DLL is in general superior to that of the delay 
and multiply. in the region of interest (aT = 0.35 ns) there is 
about a 5 dB difference in the required C/No. Note that for 
the large enough C/N0 the performance of the two systems is 
essentially equivalent. 

To put these results in perspective. the CPS P-code signal at 
L ,  has a received power of - 166 dBW (- 163 dBW at L1). and 
a receiver with a noise temperature of 100 K would produce a 
C/No of 43 dB-Hz. Reducing the receiver noise enough to  
meet the C/No requirements for the delay and multiply and 
DLL would require noise temperatures of 4 K and 12 K respec- 
tively. This would require significant and expensive cooling. 
An alternative to reducing the noise temperature is adding an 
antenna with gain. The minimum gains required for the DLL 
and delay and multiply would be 10 dB and 16 dB respectively. 
The disadvantage of using an antenna with gain is the inherent 
directivity this implies. Ideally one would want the capability 
of receiving all visible satellites at one time but this does not 
appear to be possible. The best compromise would be some 
sort of electronically steerable array that could sequence 
through the visible satellites. The logistics of this would have 
to be considered in terms of how fast this could be accom- 
plished in conjunction with taking the required readings from 
each satellite signal and locating each satellite in  the sky with 
software. Some compromises must be made while still making 
most efficient use of the system. 

One final point concerning the use of the GPS satellites 
needs to be considered. The time difference between the I, I 

and I,, P-codes onboard the satellite is specified to be no 
larger than 1.5 rs. This 1.5 ns translates to 4.3 X lo i6  el./m2 
such that the ultimate limitation on TEC measurement may be 
this figure. It is not known currently what the delays really arc 
for each satellite but this may in fact be something that can be 
measured and calibrated at a later date. 

IV. Currently Available Equipment 
The currently available commercial equipment uses the con- 

ver~tional DLL code tracking technology. The delay and multi- 
ply technique is used in development systems with the intcri! 
of future production. 

The major manufacturers of the DLL based systcni\ arc 
Stanford Telecommunications Inc. (STl), Texas Instrument, 
(TI), Magnavox and Rockwell-Collins. Examples of cquipnicnt 
that could perform the ionospheric calibration task arc the 
STI SO10 and the Tl-4100. Thc basic equipment price without 
any modification that might be required is on ihc order of 
$ 1  50.000 for each of these units. 

The delay and multiply based systems are currently under 
development at JPL and International ,C 7RlES Technology 
Applications Corp. The JPL versions are the SERIES-X re- 
ceiver and the Satellite L-Band Ionospheric Calibration (SLlC) 
system (Ref. 1 I) .  Current accurate prices are not known for thih 
equipment but it is conceivable that it could be less expcnsivc 
than the DLL based receivers. 

V. The Ideal System and Minimum 
Requirements 

The ideal charged particle (ionospheric) calibration systcm 
based upon the CPS satellites would have the following 
characteristics: 

( 1 )  The ability to monitor all visible satcllitcs simultan- 
eously (Lontinuously). 

(2) The ability to measure /.i/f,2 P-codc time of  arrival 
differences to 0.350 ns (lo) at least every 60 s pro- 
viding a TEC measurement accuracy of 1OI6  cl.im2. 

(3) The ability to measure I,,/I,, Doppler to 1 MHL 
(equivalent to  a changing TEC of 5.16 X 10'' el./mi/s 
which in !urn is equivalent to 0.1 mm/s velocity at 
2295 MHr). 

(4) A mapping/modeling capability for determining the 
line of sight charged particle information from the GPS 
data. 

This may prove expensive since 4 or 5 complete f,i/fa2 single 
stellite receivers would be needed in addition to four antcn- 
nas. What then are the minimum requirements? 

( 1 )  The ability to monitor at least one of the visiblc 
satellites. 

(2) The ability to measure the I,,/I,, P-code ( o r  P-code 
clock) time of arrival differences to 0 350 ns ( l o )  
every 60 s providing a TEC measurement on the order 
o f 4  x l o i 6  el./m2 or less. 
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(3) A mappinglmodeling capability for determining the 
line of sight charged particle information from the 
GPS data. 

The technology is currently available for the idea! system as 
well as the minimum system. Any of the previously discussed 
available systenis could meet these minimum requirements. 

VI. Conclusion 
The GPS system has been recommended as a viable means 

of providing charged particle calibration for navigation and 
timing purposes. It is capable of providing the near earth cali- 
bration data needed and at the accuracy required. 

The one possible problem with this system is that the 
Department of Defense controls it and may choose to  change 
the P-code or otherwise degrade the system accuracy. The 
SLIC system is felt to have an advantage in this area since it 

does not require knowledge of the P-code. The likelihood of 
this event arising, however. is frlt to be remote and thus 
should not constitute a major consideration. 

The use of a CPS based calibration ++.om should not pre- 
clude other systems. In fact. the DSN is encouraged to con- 
tinue requesting beacons on geostationary satellites for making 
Faraday rotation measurements. A Faraday ro!ation system IS 
an inexpensive (ground segment) back up or supplement to 
the CPS system. Palibration systems aboard deep space 
probes. etc. can also provide information about interplanetary 
charged particles that the CPS based system cannot. 

The DSN 'iould also make an effort to make its ionospheric/ 
charged-ph. ticle measurements available to the radio science 
community. These data will be of use to those investigating 
ionospheric phenomena and this in turn will ultimately benefit 
the DSN. Through a better understanding of the ionosphere. 
better mapping and modeling can be accomplished thus 
improving navigational and timing accuracy. 
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Table 1. DSN requirements used for determining proposed 
charged particle calibration requirements 

Requirement Error 
TEC equivalent 
(elec tron/m* ) 

Rangea 3 m (30) 3.9 x 1017 

Velocitya 1 mm/s (30) 3.1 x 1017 
(over 60 s) 

rune syncb 10 ns ( l o )  1.8 X 

I'requency sync t3 X Io-ldAf'lf - 

a2295 MHz 
b1575.42 MHz 
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